Modular Remote

Fernbedienung zur Erweiterung der PetTec Modular Trainer1
Remote control to complement the PetTec Modular Trainer1
Télécommande pour compléter le PetTec Modular Trainer1

For a rewarding
relationship
1Nur mit separat erhältlichem Modular Trainer funktionsfähig.
1Works only with the Modular Trainer (sold separately).
1Ne fonctionne qu’avec un dispositif de dressage Modular Trainer (vendus séparément).
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Introduction
Thank you for choosing our product. You can connect the Modular Remote
with the Modular Spray or Modular Vibra Trainer (available separately) to
discourage your dog from unwanted behavior. Train your dog effectively,
also from a distance.
Important
•
Please read the instructions and safety indications carefully before
using this product.
•
This device works only when connected to the PetTec Modular Vibra or
Modular Spray Trainer.
Important Information
•
In the following material, Modular Remote refers to the remote control
unit; Modular Spray Trainer and Modular Vibra Trainer refer to the
training collars (available separately) with which the remote control
can be paired.
•
We use the term ”remote training“ to mean manually operating the
training collar using the remote control unit.
•
The anti-bark mode describes the function in which the collar responds
to a dog's barking.

Safety notice
For safe operation, please observe the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Only intended for targeted training sessions, and not suitable for
extended use (max. 1-2 hours per day).
Keep out of reach of children.
Do not attempt to disassemble or modify the device.
Use only the included charging cable to charge the battery.
Keep the device away from sources of heat, (such as fire) and from
prolonged exposure to sunlight.
Do not immerse the device in water or other liquids.

Product overview

1

Package contents
•
Modular Remote
•
Micro-USB charging cable
•
Instructions
•
Hand strap for remote control
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Overview remote control
1

Antenna

2

LED status display

3

Selection of connected Trainers

3

4

5
6

(Modular Vibra/Modular Spray)
4

Display for function overview

5

Training signal strength selector

6

Textured buttons for sound,
spray/vibration, and light
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Charging port with rubberized closure

8

Hand strap opening
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Remote control
• Dimensions: 150 x 49 x 22 mm
• Weight: 80 g
Technical Data
 Up to 600m range
 Additional tone signal
 IP65 water jet protection
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 Up to 10-day battery life
 5 training signal levels
 Expandable with a second collar*

*Train 2 dogs simultaneously with one remote control.
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Initial operation
Remote
The display and background illumination of the remote control are auto
matically turned on whenever one of the buttons is pressed. The background
illumination remains on for 20 seconds and then turns off if no other button
is pressed. If the remote control is not used for 5 minutes thereafter, the
display turns off and the remote control goes into energy-saving mode. The
unit will be active and ready to use when a button is pressed again.

Application
Important: This remote control works only with the PetTec Modular Vibra or
Modular Spray Trainer.

1

Selection of connected Trainer
The selection button allows the user to choose from two different Trainers
(sold separately). This allows you to use one remote control to control two
Trainers simultaneously.

2

Selection of training signal strength
Adjust the strength of the tone signal and the spray or vibration
strength, depending on the connected Trainer (Modular Spray or
Modular Vibra Trainer).
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Tone signal button
The tone signal button triggers an audible tone on the training collar. The
strengths of the tone signal can be set by the adjustment buttons ().
The volume is increased or decreased incrementally by pressing the up
and down buttons.

4

Vibration and spray signals
Pressing the training signal button will trigger the corresponding
signal (spray or vibration) from the training collar.* The intensity of

*Training collar (Modular Spray or Modular Vibra) is available separately.
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the training signal is set manually using the adjustment buttons. The
vibration or spray strength is adjusted incrementally using the up and
down buttons ().
5

Locator light button
Pressing this button causes two LED‘s on the training collar to flash.

1

PetTec tip
2
3
4

You can connect up to two training collars to
one remote control, letting you train two dogs
simultaneously. You can read more about this
topic on page 28.
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Individually adjustable training signal strengths
When paired with a Modular Trainer*, the Modular Remote features 5
different training signal levels, »1« being the weakest and »5« the
strongest. The right signal level for your dog depends on his temperament
and sensitivity to the training signal (spray or vibration). So always start
with the weakest signal level and work your way up until you find the right
intensity. Your dog will show a mild reaction when you reach the correct
signal level. One such reaction would be tensing of the neck muscles. If he
does not notice the signal, you should increase the strength.
Maximum range of the remote control
The Modular Remote can transmit a training signal to a Modular Trainer
from up to 600 m away. The range can be less, depending on the terrain and
surroundings. To maximize the range, you can hold the remote control up
in the air.

*Training collar (Modular Spray or Modular Vibra) is available separately.
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Function overview and LED notifications
Remote control LED indications
Button

Function

Meaning of LED signal

Tone

Produces an audible
tone signal.

Red LED glows as
long as the button is
pressed.

Vibra/Spray

Transmits a vibration
or spray signal to the
training collar.

Red LED glows as
long as the button is
pressed.

Light

Turns the locator light
on the collar on and
off.

Red LED glows as
long as the button is
pressed.

Press the Light
and Up buttons
simultaneously

Connecting and disconnecting devices

LED flashes red three
times.

Display and LED indications
Indicates the current training signal level, which
can vary from 0 (switched off) – 5 (strong).

1

2

Indicates the currently selected training collar.
Displays the current battery level. The signal
begins to blink when the battery level is very low.
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Charging the battery
•
•
•

Charge the battery completely before the first use (this may take up to
2 hours).
Do not charge the battery near flammable substances.
The battery must be completely recharged if the Trainer has not been
used for more than three months.

The battery must be recharged if:
•
•

the battery indicator on the remote control shows only one bar instead
of three bars.
the indicator light on the remote control does not light up.

Important information
The remote control battery is only partially charged at the factory. The first
complete charge may take up to two hours.

Charging the remote control
Charge the remote control completely, using the included charging cable,
until the indicator bars on the unit are full. To do this, open the rubber
cover on the back of the remote control and insert the charging plug into the
opening provided. Then connect the USB connector to the adapter and plug
the charging device into a power outlet. A complete charging cycle takes
about two hours.
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Pairing the remote control and Trainer
Important
•
The Modular Remote can only be paired with the Modular Vibra or
Modular Spray Trainer collars. These items can be purchased
separately!  https://pettec.de/shop/trainer/
•
Carefully read the instructions and safety notice for the training collars
before using.
•
Only connect and disconnect the devices when your dog is not wearing
the training collar.
Important information
•
Completely charge the remote control and training collar before
pairing the devices.
•
The Modular Remote works with both training collars (Modular Spray
and Modular Vibra Trainer).
•
Up to 2 training collars can be paired with a single remote control. This
means that you can control both a Modular Spray and a Modular Vibra
Trainer (both available separately) with the Modular Remote.
Initial pairing of the remote control with a training collar
(for remote training)
•
Turn on the training collar and check the
battery level.
Note: see photo
•
Then press and hold the »S« (Sensitivigallery p. 27
ty) button on the training collar for several
seconds, until a »P« (Pairing) shows on the
LED display. Now the training collar will be in pairing mode for about
20 seconds.
•
Now take the Modular Remote and press the »Up« and »Light« buttons
simultaneously for several seconds. The indicator LED on the remote
control will flash red three times, signaling that it is ready to connec.
•
Now the remote control will connect to the training collar within
several seconds. Upon successfully connecting, the indicator LED on
the Trainer will glow green.
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•
•

To test the connection, press the »Light« button on the remote control.
If the connection is successful, both LED‘s on the training collar will
now illuminate.
Please start again with step 1 if the remote control and training collar
fail to connect.

Pairing and disconnecting the remote control to/from a training collar
Disconnecting the devices to use the anti-bark mode
1. Be sure that both devices are turned on.
2. Press and hold the »Up« and »Light« buttons on the Modular Remote
simultaneously for several seconds. The indicator LED on the remote
control will flash red three times and the unit will beep.
3. The devices are now disconnected from each other, and the training
collar can now be used as an anti-bark device without using the remote
control.
Reconnecting the devices for use with remote training
1. Be sure that both devices are turned on.
2. Press and hold the »Up« and »Light« buttons on the Modular Remote
simultaneously for several seconds. The indicator LED on the remote
control will flash red three times, signaling that it is ready to connect.
3. Now the remote control will connect to the training collar within a few seconds. Upon successful connection, the
indicator LED on the Trainer will glow green.
4. Now you can use the devices for remote training again.
Note
To pair a training collar with a brand new remote control, you will need to
complete the procedure for establishing an initial connection.
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Modular Spray Trainer

Modular Remote
Modular Vibra Trainer
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Pairing with a second training collar
1. Set the training collar selector switch on the remote control from 1 to 2.
2. Turn on the training collar and check the battery level.
3. Then press and hold the »S« (Sensitivity“) button on the training collar
until you hear a beep and a »P« (Pairing) appears on the LED display.
Now the training collar will be in pairing mode for about 20 seconds.
4. Now press and hold the »Up« and »Light« buttons on the Modular
Remote simultaneously for several seconds. The indicator LED on the
remote control will flash red three times, signaling that it is ready to
connect.
5. Now the remote control will connect to the training collar within a few seconds. Upon successful connection, the
indicator LED on the Trainer will glow green.
6. To test the connection, press the »Light« button on the remote control.
If the devices have connected, both LED‘s on the training collar will
light up.
7. Please start again with step 1 if the remote control and training collar
fail to connect.

Proper dog training
Proper dog training is the key to a harmonious relationship between dogs
and humans, but dog owners often reach the limit of their abilities when
training their four-legged friends. The Modular Remote is an innovative aid
for dog training, helping you effectively discourage your pet from unwanted
behavior. With the Modular Remote you can directly intervene from a
distance, letting you react immediately to unwanted behavior. Most dogs will
permanently correct their behavior after one or two uses of the Modular
Trainer. Please remember that the Remote is a training device and not a toy,
and must always be used carefully. So we would like to ask that you observe
the following guidelines:
Before training
1. Be sure that your dog’s misbehavior is not a result of insufficient
physical activity or health problems. In this case discontinue using the
Trainer and seek professional advice.
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2.
3.

Get your dog accustomed to wearing the training collar for a full day
before using it.
For safety, do not let your dog swim while wearing the Trainer. Its
weight, or the training signals, could hamper your dog‘s ability to swim.
If the Trainer gets wet, simply let it dry. To avoid getting moisture inside
the Trainer, never open the rubber cover of the charging port when the
device is wet!

During training
1. Immediately remove the trainer if your dog appears agitated.
2. Always use the trainer carefully. As with other types of training, give
your dog clear, specific commands. Your dog must first learn these to
be able to react appropriately.
3. Conduct training for a maximum of 1-2 hours per day. Remove the
trainer after each session and turn it off.
4. Always reward your dog after successful training sessions!
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Customer service
If you have any questions about the Modular Remote, please send an email
to the following address: info@PetTec.de
PetTec® is a brand of the
Stage10 GmbH
Torstraße 49
10119 Berlin
www.PetTec.com

You can find further information about our products, troubleshooting, and
helpful tips for training and using our Trainers at:
support.PetTec.de
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Explanation of symbols and terms
Declaration of conformity
Stage10 GmbH hereby declares that the product Modular Remote
described in this operating manual complies with Directive 2014/53/EU.

pettec.de/faq/modular
Declaration of conformity (see chapter „Declaration of conformity“): Products designated with this symbol fulfill all applicable community provisions of the European Economic Area.
This symbol certifies that the device’s electromagnetic interference is below the limit approved by the United States Federal
Communications Commission.

Disposal
Disposing of packaging
Dispose of the packaging according to type:
•
Cardboard and carton to waste paper
•
Foils in the recycling collection
Disposing of the device
Applicable in the European Union and other European countries
with systems for separate collection of recyclable materials.
Old devices must not be disposed of in household waste!
If the Modular Remote Trainer can no longer be used, all consumers are required by law to hand over the old devices separate
from household waste, for example, at a collection point of their
local community/district. This ensures that the old appliances
are properly recycled and that negative effects on the environment are avoided. That is why electrical devices are marked
with the symbol shown here.
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